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COLUMN BASALTS OF GUSPINI  "Canne d’organo".
Via Spano, 31 09036 Guspini SU Km3-3 5 min from Resort Sa Rocca
In one of the most important centers of the Medio Campidano, in the central-western part of the island, nature has created
an exciting and very rare spectacle dating back to about three million years ago. A wall of vertical basaltic prisms, twenty
meters high, placed side by side in the shape of 'organ pipes'. On the hill of Monte Cépera (in Campidanese Cuccureddu 'e
Zéppara), 167 meters high, now located in the center of Guspini, in the Medio Campidano, there is a very rare geological
formation, a small volcanic cone, declared a natural monument and heritage of the 'Humanity from the European Union,
originating from the slow and gradual cooling of the lava, which created perfect vertical cracks in the columns, which delimit
polygonal section prisms. Since the 19th century, the hill has been affected by mining activities in the past. Declared a national
monument, the quarry was closed and offers an outcropping wall of great scientific and landscape interest on the same side.
The columnar basalts are a typical example of an effusive manifestation, a phenomenon generated by the slow rise of the
magma in a restricted area subject to strong pressures. On the national territory it is found only in Veneto and Sicily and, in
the rest of the Old Continent, only in Iceland. In the rest of the planet, however, similar conformations can only be admired in
Patagonia and India.

Via Ferracciu, 12, 09036 Guspini SU
km 3,5-3' 5 minuti from Resort Sa Rocca
Monte tempo (this is the name given to the
multimedia encyclopedic museum, or
house of local history) suggestive and
interesting for the characteristics of the
building and for the function it performed
over the years of activity in
Montegranatico. Inside it is also possible to
visit the exhibition `` People of mine ''. 

 

S.P. 66 km 5,6, 09036 Localitâ Sciria - Montevecchio
- Levante, Guspini SU 

km8,5-' 15 min from Resort Sa Rocca
 

The company Luppolo and Birra Srl carries out the
production and marketing of craft beer. The activity was
started several years ago in an ancient room of the
Montevecchio Mines (Guspini) representing by far one
of the very rare cases of industrial reconversion in
disused mining areas at national level. 
The company project provides for a strong identification
of the company with the reference territory aimed at its
promotion and the recovery of a highly compromised
area, all by minimizing co2 emissions into the
environment and gradually using local raw materials in
the production process.



Piazzale Rolandi, 09030 Guspini SU
km 11,7 -3' 15 min from Resort Sa Rocca
For booking  call (+39) 070973173 - 3384592082 — 3891643692
Or by the web site:  https://www.minieradimontevecchio.it/
The beginning of Montevecchio's recent history was written by a priest, 
Giovanni Antonio Pischedda, a native of Tempio. Attracted by business, he followed
 his father to Guspini to trade in cork and leather. Here he learned from the local elders 
the richness of the mining veins of Montevecchio, and he did so much that he managed 
to obtain, in October 1842, a search and excavation permit for 25 quintals of galena, on the 
Montevecchio vein.Realizing the importance of the deal, he understood that, in order to make 
the company profitable, he had to find adequate capital. He went to Marseille and got lucky 
and found four partners. In June 1844, he was back in Marseille looking for solutions when he met a young Sardinian, dynamic, full of initiative
and enthusiasm. The man was called Giovanni Antonio Sanna and would soon become the founding father of the Montevecchio mines.
Indeed, he sensed that mining could be the business of the century. In Marseilles and Turin he found the capital necessary to start cultivation
and obtain concessions. On April 28, 1848, King Carlo Alberto signed the deed of perpetual concession for the exploitation of the
Montevecchio mine which became in 1865, with 1000 workers, the most important mine not only on the island but in the whole Kingdom.
The Montevecchio mine distinguished itself, among other things, in the external and internal electrification of the mine, in the adoption of new
drilling systems: first dry and, almost immediately, those with water that were less harmful for the miner drill. . However, the greatest
recognition for the innovation was given to an employee of the company, Letterio Freni who, after the war, invented the autopala. The mine
closed its activity in 1991 after a final occupation of the wells by the miners who, in the Amsicora shaft, still claimed an alternative development.

Parco Comunale Perda de Pibera
09035 Gonnosfanadiga SU,
km 19 -3' 15 min from  Resort Sa Rocca
IThe Perd'e Pibera Park, located in the territory of Gonnosfanadiga, is the largest Municipal Park in the
Medio Campidano: woods of holm oaks and centuries-old oaks alternate with the recently restored
buildings of the homonymous molybdenite mine, widely exploited during the period fascist. Currently
these buildings are used as a conference room or used to host impromptu exhibitions. Through the
Park, along suggestive paths, you can reach the highest peaks of the Linas including Punta Perda de
sa Mesa, the highest of the complex with its 1236 m, Punta Cammedda, Punta Santu Miali, or even
further into natural landscapes. intact and wild that hold real surprises such as a rare population of
buggy taxus, centuries-old rates of enormous size.

                                                                                                         How to reach it:
from the town of Gonnosfanadiga follow the main signs for the Perd'e Pibera Park in the town. Once you leave the village, continue on an asphalted
road that runs along the Rio Piras, until after a few km you reach the entrance to the park where the asphalted road ends and there is a large parking
lot. Inside the park, immersed in the green oak forest, there are various stopping points.

Sa  Spendula 
Strada per Sa Spendula da Villacidro 
Km22 25 min from Resort Sa Rocca
A blade of water cuts through the rock and passes through a luxuriant and fragrant forest. I
t is the image that nature has painted less than a kilometer from Villacidro, in the 
Medio Campidano, imprinting it in one of the rare waterfalls that flow perennially in Sardinia 
and which impressed the poet D'Annunzio so much that he praised it in a sonnet composed 
during one of his visit to the island. Sa Spendula really means 'the waterfall': it is generated by 
the Rio Coxinas, which originates from the peaks of Santu Miali, in the protected area of   
Monti Mannu, and makes three consecutive jumps for an overall height starting from the 
homonymous hill. of 60 meters in altitude. The last leap, of about 30 meters, crashes 
thunderously on granite rocks and then falls into a gorge dominated by a spire called Campanas
 de Sisinni Conti. The waters form three natural pools at the fall points. Once the jumps have been made, the stream continues its run downstream,
towards the Campidano plain, taking the name of Rio Seddanus. The scenery is spectacular: in autumn and winter you will contemplate the full
vitality of the waterfall and ponds, while during the summer you will be fascinated by the evocative (artificial) evening lighting and the intoxicating
coolness. From the parking lot to the waterfall, you will arrive in five minutes along a comfortable paved path, along which you can already hear the
roar of the water. Close to the rest area you will find a lovely and welcoming park surrounded by holm oaks, oleanders and pines and equipped
with a picnic area and games for children, an ideal destination for family outings. Next to it a source and an ancient well. The poet 'adventurer'
Gabriele D'Annunzio, on his long journey to Sardinia in 1882, was delighted by the harsh nature and the genuineness of people and traditions: from
the Nepente di Oliena wine to the sa Spendula waterfall. During his winter visit to Villacidro he was also accompanied by Ugo Ranieri, together with
whom he sketched the poem, then reworked in the form of a sonnet with the title 'La Spendula' and published in the literary newspaper 'Capitan
Fracassa'.
Nature gives spectacle in the south-west of Sardinia with the most suggestive island’s waterfall inside a landscape of incomparable beauty

http://www.minieradimontevecchio.it/


Gesturi is a pilgrimage site thanks to fra Nicola (1882-1958), beatified by Giovanni Paolo II, who lived in a modest village’s
house, now used as a museum.
From here you will walk along narrow streets and residences with archivolt portals and verandas, churches of the
historical center and rural shrines.
Devotion is expressed by six buildings of worship: in the middle you’ll see the bell tower of the parish church of Santa
Teresa d’Avila (1607), 30 meters high, celebrated in mid-October. On the outskirts is located the Santa Barbara’s church,
the oldest (1473), just outside the village, Our Lady of the Rosary (XVII century), home to Is cunfrarius biancus
brotherhood that during the Holy Week takes care of the Madonna. The care of Christ is the task of the confreres of the
Santo Sepolcro who reside in the church of Santa Maria Egiziaca, particular for architecture and for the “duzzled
statues”. 4 km far from the village, surrounded by ancient trees, there is the church of the Madonna d’Itria (1620) whose
festivities, perhaps of Byzantine origin, begin on the day of Pentecost. It is combined with the laic sheep festival. The
most heartfelt festivity is for Fra Nicola, two days of intense celebrations.

Giara di Gesturi
SP5.22, 35, 09029 Tuili SU
Km50 -3 1 hour from Sa Rocca Resort
Named “island in the island”, the Giara’s park has uniques characteristics from the morphological point of view and from
the flora and fauna too, which make it a magical place, between every mammal that lives in the Giara, the most known is
the Giara’s little horse, a species that has been introduced in Sardinia in the nuragic or punic period.

A little center in the high Marmilla, in the central-meridional part 
of Sardinia: Giara and his little horses, archeological sites and 
Fra Nicola give it luster and fame. Enchanting landscape frozen in time, nuragic
heritage and intense devotion. Here the Gesturi’s characteristics, the most northern
village of Marmilla with more than a thousand inhabitants. Its territory occupies in
part Giara, an 600 meters high plateau, once an imposing volcano, today an
uncontaminated oasis without equal in the Mediterranean. Vegetation and animals
live in symbiosis. A “natural museum” with a dense amount of botanical species,
flowers and rare plants that adapt to climate and territory

To water them, is paulis, there are large pools of water deep even 4 meters. 
Around there are valleys dominated by the mediterranean maquis alternated with hills cultivated
with vineyards and olive groves from which derive olive oil and wine of excellent quality. While along
the steep slopes of the plateau appear forests of oaks and poplars that leave room for expanses of
cork above the plateau, almost all “crooked”, inclined by the force of the wind.
The wild beauty is inhabited by ducks, woodcocks, jays, hare and above all from Giara’s little horses a
protected species whose origin is shrouded in mystery, about 500 specimens living in small groups.
On the plateau rise rocky reliefs and interrupt the flat course. Here you will walk through the signs
that man has left in 3500 years, included “the father of all nuraghes”, the proto nuraghe Bruncu
Madugui. There are 30 archeological sites, included menhir and domus de Janas di sa Ucca ‘e su
paui, tombs of Giants and Pranu ‘e Mendula’s nuraghes, Tana’s and Tupp’e Turri’s punic and roman
villages.

Gesturi Museum 



Archaeological area “Su Nuraxi
From the very first moments in which you approach this small town of Marmilla,

 located in the heart of Sardinia you can breathe a particular air, that of a special place, 
used since ancient times as the seat of power and central part of a territory flower full of 

wonders as well as a,fundamental communication route. The most important 
of the testimonies of this glorious past is undoubtedly the Su Nuraxi archaeological area. 

Discovered and brought to light during the 1950s, during the excavations conducted 
by the great archaeologist Giovanni Lilliu, the area consists of an imposing complex nuraghe, 

built in different phases starting from the 15th century BC, 
and an extensive village of huts developed all around over the following centuries.

A unique place of its kind and for this reason, since 1997,
recognized by Unesco as a World Heritage Site.

A heritage of Barumini which has recently been enriched by another wonder: Su Nuraxi Cresia. Another complex nuraghe that
came to light in the 90s during the restoration work on Casa Zapata.

 

Su Nuraxi e Casa Zapata,
Piazza Papa Giovanni XXIII, 09021 
Barumini SU km48-3 50 min from Resort Sa Rocca
Casa Zapata is a beautiful complex residence, whose realization was ordered by the Zapata noble family as from the end of the
XVI century. Family’s members arrived in Sardinia in 1323 together with the infant Alfonso to conquer it and in 1541 they
bought the Barony of Las Plassas, Barumini and Villanovafranca, becoming landlords and then barons of these lands until the
abolition of the feudalism. Among the various buildings being part of this residence stand out: a beautiful building with an
elegant garden, built between the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century to become the feudal lord house and Baronial
Home, and two other bodies pertaining to agricultural buildings, accomplished since the early 1900s, used as storehouses,
stables and farmer’s house overlooking a large open court that allowed the free movement of people, goods and animals. In
front of “Casa Zapata” is located the Parish Church entitled to the Blessed Immaculate Virgin Mary, whose construction was
probably commissioned by the same noble Aragon family.
Today the Spanish residence is the seat of the so-called “Casa Zapata”

Fishing Village
09031 Arbus SU,
km30 -3' 30 minuti dat Resort Sa Rocca
On the west coast of Sardinia there are stories of ancient landings in the placid waters of a lagoon in the lower Oristano
area, where even today a small fishing village preserves centuries-old traditions and natural attractions.
A picturesque fishing village is located in the southernmost part of the Gulf of Oristano, in an extremely sheltered
position, overlooking a large lagoon facing the promontory of Capo Frasca. The characteristic houses of the village of
Marceddì, which is part of the Terralba area, extend between dirt roads up to a small and characteristic pine forest in
front of the brackish lagoon, originating from the marine inlet

LThe innermost part of the lagoon, separated by a small barrier, is called the San Giovanni pond. 
Here the rivers of Rio Mogoro and Rio Mannu enter and soften the waters. On the seafront of the
 village there is a small port and the church dedicated to the Madonna di Bonaria, the scene - in 
the second half of August - of a festival during which an exciting procession takes place at sea. 
The simulacrum travels along the streets of the pond aboard a fishing boat full of decorations, 
followed by other boats with groups of faithful. Tourists and visitors then participate in seafood
 banquets in the traditional ‘’statzusu’’. The lagoon and the pond were once ancient landings 
of the thriving Phoenician-Punic settlement of Neapolis, today they are the habitat of aquatic
 birds that nest on the banks covered with lake vegetation: purple heron, coot, mallard and sultan
 will be pleasant encounters among the reeds. Between sea, lagoon and pond, fishing is by far the main 
activity: do not miss the local delicacies thanks to nearby restaurants and fish farms, where you will find 
seafood and an abundance and variety of catches: bream, mullet, sea bream, bream, sea   bass, mullet. Coast 
and lagoon blend with archeology, in a corner of Sardinia that has always been a crossroads of peoples. This is confirmed by the thriving site of Neapolis, once an
important Mediterranean 'market', founded by the Phoenicians and then became a Carthaginian colony (6th century BC), the remains of which are still visible today. In
addition, a few kilometers away, you can visit the ancient city of Tharros, an archaeological site that tells all in one breath the prehistory and history of Sardinia.
. Marceddì also lived a near and more bloody past: it was the scene of raids by pirates. The Spanish Old Tower (16th-17th century) was created to
protect it from attacks: today it is one of the 'places of the FAI heart' and has been restored to prevent its collapse.



A long and golden beach, surrounded by Mediterranean vegetation 
and characterized by a clear and wild sea.

The sea of   Costa Verde di Arbus is spectacular and wild.
The sandy dunes are characteristic of the whole territory of Arbus, 

it has three symbolic pearls of Sardinia, such as Torre dei Corsari, a paradise shaped by the wind,
Piscinas, a sand desert lapped by the emerald sea, 

and the 'talking' beach of Scivu (for the sound deviating from the treading of its sand). 
Other wonders of Arbus are Funtanazza and Portu Maga. 
While at the southern limits of the Costa Verde you will find:

 Torre dei Corsari's beach or
 Torre di Flumentorgiu
 Arbus, Viale della Torre, 09031 
 Torre dei Corsari SU,
 km39 -3' 40 min from
 Sa Rocca Resort

Funtanazza's  beach
Marina di Montevecchio, 
09031 Arbus SU 
Km 29-3' 45 from  
Sa Rocca Resort

Scivu's beach
Arbus, Lungomare Scivu, 09031
Scivu SU Km 35 -3' 55 min  from 
Sa Rocca Resort

Portu Maga
by SP4.18 e Str. Montevecchio,
09031 Arbus SU Km 26-3' 45 min
from  Sa Rocca Resort

Pistis' s beach
Lungomare Pistis, 09031 Arbus SU,
km35 -3• 30 min from 
 Resort Sa Rocca

Piscinas 's Dunes
09031 Arbus SU
Km 34-3• 60 min  from
 Sa Rocca Resort


